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Dear Mr. Pavlovskis:

On behalf of President Bush, I would like to thank you for your telegram regarding the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. Please be assured that the President is closely monitoring the situation in the Middle East and will act in the best interests of the United States.

You should be pleased to know that I have taken the liberty of forwarding your telegram to the National Security Council for their review and information. Thank you for supporting the President and his initiatives.

Sincerely,

Sichan Siv
Deputy Assistant to the President for Public Liaison

Mr. Valdis Pavlovskis
President,
American Latvian Association
3911 Scandia Way
Los Angeles, CA 90065
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Ralph Bellamy
DEAR PRESIDENT BUSH,

ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN LATVIAN COMMUNITY, I WISH TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR PRINCIPLED AND IMMEDIATE RESPONSE TO THE ILLEGAL ACTS OF AGGRESSION BY IRAQ AGAINST KUWAIT. WE URGE YOU TO TAKE ALL APPROPRIATE ACTIONS TO AID KUWAIT IN REGAINING ITS INDEPENDENCE.

SINCERELY,

VALDIS V. PAVLOVSKIS, PRESIDENT AMERICAN LATVIAN ASSOCIATION
3911 SCANDIA WAY
LOS ANGELES CA 90065
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